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You wake up from your bed and there’s a strange creature standing in your room. Before you can open your
mouth the creature responds.
strange creature: Good morning beautiful human! Sorry for coming into your house unexpectedly,
but you’ve been summoned by the high court of Probaland for your first homework assignment. I’ll
let you get ready and then we can go to the court together.
The creature leaves and you start getting ready for work. You would be surprised about the creature, but
this type of thing happens frequently in your line of business. After putting on your Thursday outfit you tell
the creature you’re ready and you head off to the high court. On your way you notice it’s a beautiful day in
Probaland.
When you arrive one of the judges runs up to you.
judge: Oh my god. I’m so happy you arrived! We’ve been waiting a full 38 minutes and 22 seconds for
your arrival. We need your help to solve a case. Come into my office and I’ll go over the details.
After having walked into the judge’s office, the judge explains the problem to you.
Question 1 We just had a massive trial of Sectericus, I’m sure you saw the trial on the Probastream this
morning, everyone was tuned in. As you know, there were exactly two witnesses: Kantonimus and Fumicious.
13
of telling the
They both have a long history of not being fully accurate. Kantonimus has a probability of 14
14
truth and Fumicious has a probability of 15 of telling the truth. Both Kantonimus and Fumicious stated that
1
Sectericus was guilty! We know that statistically, Sectericus is guilty with probability 300
. I’m not good at
probability, but I heard you are! I was wondering if you could tell me what the probability that Sectericus is
actually guilty? (We can assume that Kantonimus and Fumicious telling the truth are independent events.)
Question 2 How long did it take you to complete this homework?
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